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Smith Tower as seen from the Seattle waterfront 
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Elegant signage can be seen throughout the Smith Tower in Seattle 
 

 
Hamilton Beala, left, and Greg Higsmith operate the elevators the old-school way at the Smith 
Tower in Seattle. Beala, who has worked at the tower for 15 years, says he loves meeting people 
from all over the world who come to visit. Higsmith, who has worked there for 10 years, 
estimates he makes the trips up and down the building “easily” 100 times a day. 



 
A painting of building namesake Lyman Cornelius Smith hangs in the Smith Tower in Seattle. 
 

 
The Chinese Room on the 35th floor of the Smith Tower in Seattle. 



 
An original doorknob bears the initials of the building's namesake, Lyman Cornelius Smith, in 
the Smith Tower in Seattle. 
 

 
Five of the seven elevators in the Smith Tower in Seattle are still powered by their original DC 
motors. Elevator operator Alfredo Manaois has worked at the Smith Tower for 11 years. 



 
A carved teak ceiling adorns the Chinese Room on the 35th floor of the Smith Tower in Seattle. 
 

 
Ardyce Kouri, left, and Dave Korenowski, from Edmonton, Alberta, take photos of the city from 
the Observation Deck of the Smith Tower. 
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Unico Properties paid just over $73.7 million for Smith Tower, according to King County 
documents recorded Wednesday. 

Unico's purchase of the historic building has been rumored for several months. 

The $73.7 million price is just over twice the $36.8 million that the sellers paid for the building 
in 2012, when the landmark building was about 70 percent vacant. Today the 42-story building is 
73 percent leased, according to Unico. The largest tenants include shoe designer Dolce Vita, 
office suite operator Regus (LON: RGU) and a trio of tech firms: Projectline, Cozi and Portent. 

Unico said it plans to invest significant capital and make cosmetic upgrades to Smith Tower. 
Some of the expected capital improvements include elevator modernization, increasing natural 
light in the elevator lobbies and updating the restrooms and amenities on the Observation 
Deck/Chinese Room at the top of the tower. 

The improvement will have to adhere to historic preservation standards. The building is 
protected by both the local and national landmark preservation boards. Not only is the exterior 
façade protected, but many of the interior finishes are protected as well. 

As part of the deal with the sellers, who are affiliated with CBRE Capital Partners, Unico also 
bought the adjoining two-story Florence Building that houses the Collins Pub. 

Smith Tower, the oldest skyscraper in the city, was built in 1914. At the time it was the fourth 
tallest building in the world and remained the tallest on the West Coast for 50 years. About 15 
years ago, the tower was expanded and today totals nearly 264,350 square feet. 

This is Seattle-based Unico's latest acquisition in Pioneer Square, where it recently paid $26.6 
million for the Grand Central Building, a 110,000-square-foot assemblage of three integrated, 
turn-of-the-century brick buildings. 

"Continuing our investment momentum in our own backyard, with the acquisition of a building 
of this vintage and national prominence underscores our on-going commitment to growth and 
long-term presence in Seattle's premier submarkets like Pioneer Square," Ned Carner, Unico vice 
president of acquisitions, said in a statement. 

"We're honored to own and invest in the iconic Smith Tower. With the investment of significant 
capital and cosmetic upgrades to the building, we plan to enhance and further solidify its 
reputation as a premier city landmark that offers a superior corporate image for both professional 
services and creative and technology firms," he added. 

Smith Tower is on the Seattle Underground Tour, which focuses on the history of Seattle, and 
Unico plans to work with the Underground Tour to include a trip to the Observation 
Deck/Chinese Room as part of the itinerary. 

Unico has been on a buying spree lately in Seattle. It also has bought Brooks Sports' new 
headquarters building and Pemco Insurance's headquarters. 
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Marc Stiles covers commercial real estate and government for the Puget Sound Business Journal. 
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